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METRO
2000 S.W. First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201-5398
503/221-1646

Agenda

Meeting:

JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

Date:

October 12, 1989

Day:

Thursday

Time:

7:30 a.m.

Place:

Metro, Conference Room 440

*1

MEETING REPORT OF SEPTEMBER 14, 1989 - APPROVAL REQUESTED.

*2

RESOLUTION NO. 89-1108 - ADOPTING THE SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR
STUDY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PLAN - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Richard
Brandman.

*3.

RESOLUTION NO. 89-1134 - ADOPTING THE SIX-YEAR PROGRAM
PRIORITIES - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.

*4.

OVERVIEW OF TRANSPORTATION 2000 ACTION PLAN - INFORMATIONAL -

Andy Cotugno.
*5.

JOINT IRC/METRO RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING A PORTLAND-VANCOUVER
HIGH CAPACITY TRANSIT TASK FORCE - INFORMATIONAL - Andy
Cotugno.

*Material enclosed.
NOTE: Overflow parking is available at the City Center
parking locations on the attached map, and may be
validated at the meeting. Parking on Metro premises in
any space other than those marked "Visitors" will
result in towing of vehicle.

MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:

September 14, 1989

GROUP/SUBJECT:

Joint Policy Advisory Committee on
Transportation (JPACT)

PERSONS ATTENDING:

Members: Chairman Ragsdale, Metro Council;
George Van Bergen and Jim Gardner, Metro
Council; Don Adams (alt.), ODOT; Earl
Blumenauer, City of Portland; Pauline
Anderson, Multnomah County; Wade Byers,
Cities of Clackamas County; Clifford Clark,
Cities of Washington County; Scott Collier,
City of Vancouver; James Cowen, Tri-Met; Gary
Demich, WSDOT; Fred Hansen, DEQ; Marge
Schmunk, Cities in Multnomah County; Bonnie
Hays, Washington County; Ed Lindquist,
Clackamas County; and John Magnano, Clark
County
Guests: Felicia Trader, Steve Dotterrer and
Grace Crunican, City of Portland; Denny Moore
(Public Transit) and Ted Spence, ODOT; Rick
Parker and Peter Fry, Central Eastside
Industrial Council; Cynthia Weston and Kevin
McDonald, Tri-Met; Robert Dreyfuss, Citizen
of Clark County; Susie Lahsene, Multnomah
County; Tom VanderZanden, Clackamas County;
Craig Lomnicki, Milwaukie Councilman (JPACT
alt.); Keith Ahola, WSDOT (JPACT alt.);
Richard Devlin, Metro Council (JPACT alt.);
Gil Mallery, IRC of Clark County; Les White
and Kim Chin, C-TRAN; Alan Peters, Holladay
Investors; John Magnano, Clark County; Bebe
Rucker, Port of Portland; and Molly O'Reilly,
Forest Park Neighborhood Association
Staff: Andy Cotugno, Richard Brandman, Karen
Thackston, and Lois Kaplan, Secretary

MEDIA:

None

SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Mike Ragsdale.
MEETING REPORT
The July 13 meeting report was approved as written.
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ADOPTING THE FY 90 TO POST 93 TIP AND THE FY 1990 ANNUAL ELEMENT
Andy Cotugno reviewed the Staff Report and Resolution that
incorporates TIP actions of the past year, a list of projects to
be funded, updated project schedules and phasing, and dollar
amounts for the next five-year period. He pointed out that JPACT
had endorsed a comprehensive transit funding program in May 1989
that has since been incorporated in the Transportation
Improvement Program. He noted that the McLoughlin Boulevard
highway improvement project is reflected in the TIP at its
current costs, denoting a $10 million shortfall. However,
allocation of the McLoughlin Corridor Reserve and allocation of
the Regional Reserve are not reflected, pending upcoming action.
Andy expressed concern over the amount of available Section 9
funds during the five-year period, citing two projects at
potential risk: the Hillsboro park-and-ride lots and Westside
preliminary engineering.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
Resolution No. 89-1132 for adoption of the FY 1990 to post 1993
Transportation Improvement Program and the FY 1990 Annual
Element, incorporating the errata sheet. (The errata sheet dealt
with deletion of the Pacific Highway East/Multnomah Street to
Glisan Street project for $744,480 and added the City of Portland
Arterial Overlay Program for $744,480.)
Motion PASSED
unanimously.
ALLOCATING THE MCLOUGHLIN CORRIDOR INTERSTATE TRANSFER RESERVE
Andy Cotugno reviewed the Staff Report and Resolution that would
allocate the remainder of the McLoughlin Corridor Interstate
Transfer Reserve. He pointed out that the Southeast Corridor
Study addressed a broader, comprehensive set of circulation
patterns that will be presented to JPACT for adoption at its
October 12 meeting pending action by the City of Milwaukie and
the City of Portland. This resolution funds a portion of the
projects recommended in the Southeast Corridor Study.
Andy reviewed the project list for allocation of the funds as
described in Exhibit A.
Rick Parker, Chair of the Central Eastside Industrial Council,
stated that his group recently passed a resolution in support of
the Hawthorne Bridge Transition Structure LRT Study. He spoke of
the importance of rail being able to traverse the Hawthorne
Bridge and the need for the Central City Plan to be implemented.
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In addition, he distributed a pamphlet on the proposed OMSI site,
a $31 million project slated for development on the east bank of
the Willamette River.
With regard to the Southeast Corridor Study, Councilman Craig
Lomnicki of Milwaukie hoped that the issues would be resolved at
Milwaukie's September 19 Council meeting.
Commissioner Anderson raised the issue of whether or not ODOT
would see fit to fund the shortfall on the McLoughlin Corridor if
the reserve was used for other purposes. Don Adams indicated that
ODOT has made a commitment to mitigate traffic on Johnson Creek
Boulevard and felt that a strong case could be made to the Oregon
Transportation Commission to include the McLoughlin Corridor for
Access Oregon funding. He felt it would be supported.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
Resolution No. 89-1135 for allocation of the McLoughlin Corridor
Interstate Transfer Reserve with the following changes:
. Addition to last paragraph of Staff Report...This resolution
reflects the TIP Subcommittee recommendation.
. Addition to first Resolve of Resolution...subject to adoption
of the Southeast Corridor Study to include these projects.
. Rewording of project No. 1 of Exhibit A (relating to Johnson
Creek Boulevard (32nd Avenue to 45th Avenue) to read as
follows:
Provide mitigation and safety measures such as curbs, drainage,
street lighting and sidewalks where needed. Design lanes to
meet minimum ctandards. acceptable width so as to not encourage
increased traffic. Exact scope of project will be determined
by Portland, Milwaukie, the Ardenwald Neighborhood Association
and affected property owners.
The motion PASSED unanimously.
INTRODUCTION OF NEW JPACT MEMBERS
Chair Ragsdale welcomed recently re-elected Marge Schmunk, representing the cities of Multnomah County, to JPACT and announced
that her alternate would be Gussie McRobert, Mayor of Gresham.
Councilman Craig Lomnicki of Milwaukie will be serving as alternate for the cities in Clackamas County.
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ODOT SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY PROGRAM —REGIONAL PRIORITIES
ODOT is in the process of updating the Six-Year Program with
several OTC worksessions planned. Andy Cotugno asked the Committee to review the project lists for short and long-term priorities based on existing criteria. The draft Staff Report/Resolution is provided as a status report at this time. Andy noted,
however, that the accompanying memo addresses some policy concerns that he felt JPACT should act on and communicate to the
Oregon Transportation Commission. Among the issues, he cited the
following:
. The request for Sunset Highway to be included in the Access
Oregon System;
. The need for maintaining an adequate funding level for
Interstate modernization (because of the proposed change in
policy from a 60/40 percent split to a 90/10 split in funds
from FAI-4R to Rehabilitation/Modernization);
. Clarification by ODOT on how it proposes to treat arterial
projects — which are planned for retention, improvement; which
will be dropped; and conditions under which jurisdictions must
assume responsibility;
. Consideration be given to not fully committing all available
Access Oregon funding in the next several updates to the SixYear Highway Program;
. Consideration be given to establishing a funding program for
intersection improvements, freeway management projects and
other small scale operation improvements; and
. Continuation of the Six-Year Program being a firm commitment
for funding a project and the Six-Year Program update process
used for decisions on dropping projects. In this regard, Andy
Cotugno felt that ODOT should recognize that the Six-Year
Program represents a funding commitment regardless of federal
changes.
Mayor Clark concurred with the intent of the memo, citing the
need to have goal-setting and policy direction for staff.
Fred Hansen questioned the value placed on the Access Oregon
Program. In response, Andy Cotugno noted that it focuses on the
major corridors of importance to the state and assures that
concentrated funding will be provided to them. Mr. Hansen wanted
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to be assured that a fundamental policy direction would be set
for regional interests throughout the state in terms of focus and
allocation of funds and not a tailor-made request to suit our
needs.
There was discussion over the point that there is a process for
eliminating projects from the Six-Year Program against specific
criteria. Andy Cotugno emphasized that the issue should be the
project rather than the lack of funding in making a decision to
drop a project through the Six-Year Program process. Don Adams
concurred that a commitment to the Six-Year Program should be
supported.
There was general consensus that U.S. 26 meets the criteria for
the Access Oregon System and should be considered for such
funding as it represents the key route from Portland to Seaside.
Gary Demich questioned the political feasibility of adding the
Sunset Highway to the Access Oregon System at this time. Chair
Ragsdale noted that this request is preparatory to the Six-Year
Program update and appropriate at this time. In addition,
Commissioner Hays felt that U.S. 26 should be added to the Access
Oregon System and that this was an opportunity for JPACT to give
input.
Don Adams spoke of pressures throughout the state to add other
routes under the Access Oregon System. He pointed out that the
Westside LRT is the No. 1 project for LRT in the region and felt
it would be supported by the OTC. Commissioner Hays reported
that the Washington County Transportation Coordinating Committee
has endorsed forwarding these recommendations as policy issues to
the OTC as soon as possible, pointing out her understanding that
the Sunset Highway fits the definition of the Access Oregon
criteria and is not directly related to consideration of Sunset
LRT.
Commissioner Blumenauer stated that the purpose of this memo
evolved from TPAC discussions that raised some of these issues,
and are legitimate concerns for submittal on a formal basis to
the Oregon Transportation Commission. He spoke of the need to
communicate these concerns as a means of setting staff direction
and determining strategy for the best interests of the region.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
concerns outlined in the memo on regional priorities for ODOT's
Six-Year Highway Program and that these issues be forwarded to
the Oregon Transportation Commission, with the following changes:
. Issue No. 1 to read as follows:

Consideration should be given
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to adding the Sunset Highway to the Access Oregon System and to
scheduling improvements to be coordinated with the LRT construction schedule. The Sunset Highway ohould does meet ODOT's
criteria for the Access Oregon System as the key route from
Portland to Seaside.
. Issue No. 6 to read as follows: Funding Commitment — The
Portland region has historically viewed the Six-Year Program as
a commitment by ODOT to fund the project. This is a good
policy that should be continued. Furthermore, ODOT should
maintain a commitment to a project once included in the SixYear Program in the event funding is reprogrammed to other
purposes and use the Six-Year Program update process to decide
to drop projects.
Motion PASSED unanimously.
JPACT MEMBERSHIP STATUS REPORT
The JPACT Membership Committee report was provided for discussion
purposes with the request that comments be submitted in the next
three weeks. The draft bylaws reflect the present role and
responsibilities of JPACT as a consensus-building entity and are
modeled after how it actually operates and include clarification
of its relationship with Clark County.
The three options for membership being discussed by the JPACT
Membership Committee include: Option 1 — a reduction of JPACT
membership; Option 2 — an increase in membership; and Option 3 — the creation of an Executive Committee (composed of
9-11 members) that would meet monthly and require the full
membership to meet bimonthly. In addition, approval of matters
pertaining to the RTP, TIP, Six-Year Program, UWP and funding
allocation would require action by the full membership.
Councilman Collier's recollection of the recommendation of the
Membership Committee was that membership on the Executive Committee would be about 7-9 members rather than 9-11 as indicated
in the memo. He also felt that the larger the group, the more
unwieldy it is.
Mayor Byers expressed opposition to Option 1, commenting that
jurisdictions would not appreciate losing their representation on
JPACT when they have a communication link in place.
Commissioner Blumenauer spoke of the long-term future of JPACT
and its role as a potential quasi-legislative unit, raising
questions of the nature of public access and how it should be
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treated. He questioned what the implications would be as resources diminish, the Committee lacks consensus, and the issues
become more complex. He felt that the creation of an Executive
Committee as a working group would eliminate the need for subcommittee meetings and streamline the process. He emphasized that issues that were not resolved unanimously by the Executive
Committee would be referred to the full membership.
Chair Ragsdale also commented that, during this process, concerns
were brought forward by TPAC members over the fact that policy
decisions were being made by that group that should properly have
been made by JPACT. The need to strike a balance between the
technical and policy groups in setting policy direction was
noted.
Councilman Collier announced that the IRC of Clark County has
opened its forum to representation from Oregon, noting that Mike
Ragsdale (Metro) and Don Adams (ODOT) have been appointed. Commissioner Blumenauer felt that, on a long-term basis, the issue
of who should represent JPACT on the IRC forum should be discussed by the full membership inasmuch as there is limited representation.
Mayor Clark expressed opposition and concern to any proposal that
would lower membership on JPACT and use an Executive Committee as
the working group. He commented further that the cities of Washington County would be opposed to being represented on the. Executive Committee by a county representative as city and county
perspectives and issues were different. He questioned the need
for change as he felt that attendance has not been a problem of
late. He also concurred in the need for a set of bylaws and felt
that the proposed bylaws looked correct.
Commissioner Blumenauer indicated that it was not the intent of
the Membership Committee to recommend a reduction in JPACT membership but rather to expand it, with certain limitations. Because of fewer dollars and more projects, he did not feel JPACT
was the consensus group it used to be. His comments centered on
the need to recognize equity, jurisdictional operating responsibilities, lessening the burden of subcommittee meetings, and
providing an efficient process. He felt that an Executive Committee could make the work flow more efficiently by holding
monthly meetings. The important decisions would be reviewed by
the full membership. He also questioned the number of members on
JPACT with no operational responsibility (in terms of a road
system) making decisions on behalf of the region.
No action was taken on this matter.

Comments were solicited from
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the full membership for review and recommendation by the JPACT
Membership Committee within the next three weeks. The final
Membership Committee recommendation will be forwarded to JPACT
for consideration at a future meeting.
PROJECT BREAKEVEN LETTER
Alan C. Peters, representing Holladay Investors, Ltd., asked to
address JPACT regarding the hotel component of the Project
Breakeven development. His company is currently in litigation
with the Portland Development Commission and the Urban Renewal
District regarding the land parcel north of the Convention
.Center. Mr. Peters' major concern involved the use of federal
funds for construction of the headquarters hotel. He asked
whether the hotel site could be separated out from the shopping
center component of Project Breakeven, noting the differences
between the two and the need for better analysis.
Andy Cotugno responded that Tri-Met is the project sponsor and
that a number of regulations and requirements are in place as a
check and balance before the Tri-Met board. Funding, however,
was previously approved by JPACT for the entire project. He
explained that development could proceed on the hotel and shopping center as integrated or separated projects. Approval,
however, was granted for funds for Tri-Met and the Portland
Development Commission to pursue in its development of a
headquarters hotel. Andy noted that several options are
available as to where the hotel site will be located. Alan
Peters clarified for the Committee that it was because of its
July 13 action that he was at this meeting.
TRANSPORTATION 2000 MEETINGS
Andy Cotugno reported that the Transportation 2000 meetings will
resume in September with concentration on legislation for
arterials and LRT. The Committee needs to concentrate on
consensus-building while JPACT's efforts should be projectspecific if those needs are to be addressed by the public.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY:

Lois Kaplan

COPIES TO:

Rena Cusma
Dick Engstrom
JPACT Members

STAFF REPORT

Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date

CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 89-1108 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR STUDY
FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Date:

October 12, 1989

Presented by:

Richard Brandman

PROPOSED ACTION
This resolution adopts the Findings, Recommendations and Southeast Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan contained in the
Southeast Corridor Study document and directs staff to incorporate appropriate portions into the ordinance to update the
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). In addition, projects from
this improvement plan that are related to traffic problems or
improvement projects on McLoughlin Boulevard will be considered
for funding from the remaining McLoughlin Corridor reserve.
TPAC recommended adoption of this resolution at their June 30,
1989 meeting with one no vote (from the Port of Portland) . In
discussion by TPAC, concern was expressed that the study primarily focused on local traffic problems and therefore was inappropriate to adopt at the regional level and be incorporated into
the Regional Transportation Plan. It was concluded, however,
that the plan should be reflected in the RTP in concept because
of its relationship to the McLoughlin Boulevard improvements.
JPACT tabled action on Resolution No. 89-1108 at its July 13
meeting. TPAC reviewed the resolution as revised at its
September 29 meeting and recommends approval of Resolution
No. 89-1108. At its October 12 meeting, JPACT reviewed and
recommended approval of Resolution No. 89-1108.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
The Southeast Corridor Study was initiated as a result of the
approval of the McLoughlin Corridor project by the cities of
Portland and Milwaukie, Clackamas County, and by Metro and ODOT
because of concerns that the construction of the Tacoma Overpass
would lead to greater infiltration of traffic in the Johnson
Creek corridor. The study was later expanded to include east/
west travel problems throughout the study area because the Southeast Corridor had also been identified as an outstanding issue in
Metro's RTP.
The major and most controversial issue addressed during the
course of the study was examining the need for a new arterial in

the Johnson Creek corridor. Two of the three arterial alternatives considered in the study consisted of a new roadway in the
Johnson Creek basin adjacent to the Portland Traction Company
railroad right-of-way. The third alignment evaluated an arterial
adjacent to the existing Johnson Creek Boulevard.
The Southeast Technical Advisory Committee found that new arterial capacity in the corridor is not needed at this time. This
conclusion was based on the finding that the amount and type of
traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard is appropriate for its classification as a collector and Johnson Creek Boulevard functions
similarly to other collectors in Portland and Milwaukie. The
Technical Advisory Committee also concluded that this issue would
need to be reexamined if expanded bridge capacity in the Sellwood
area is analyzed during the upcoming Willamette River crossing
study.
There were strong advocates and considerable debate at the Citizens Advisory Committee meeting both for and against a new roadway. Proponents of a new arterial felt that it was the only
effective method of reducing traffic on the residential section
of Johnson Creek Boulevard and met the primary objective of the
study. Opponents acknowledged that a new arterial would reduce
traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard, but it would also make congestion worse in other Southeast Portland neighborhoods. More
importantly, they felt that the Johnson Creek basin is a valuable
environmental resource and should be preserved.
The technical and citizens committees evaluated more than 15
alternatives, including the new arterial alternatives, for addressing traffic problems on Johnson Creek Boulevard and on other
east/west streets in the study area. In general, different impacts were associated with each of the alternatives that made
them unacceptable to the Citizens Advisory Committee, including:
prohibitive costs for the benefit received; significant residential or environmental impacts; negative impacts on traffic circulation and accessibility; and negligible reduction in traffic
in the study area.
As a result of this analysis, the technical and citizens committees worked cooperatively to develop a set of specific recommendations based on the following general recommendations of the
study:
1.

There is strong support for the transit component of the
RTP, specifically on the need for the Milwaukie LRT and the
accompanying major increase in transit service.

2.

Trucks should be routed from the Johnson Creek industrial
area toward 1-20 5 to the extent possible.

3.

Projects should be initiated to facilitate traffic movements
on specific east/west streets in the study area and relieve

traffic demand on the residential portion of Johnson Creek
Boulevard.
4.

Measures should be taken to treat 45th Avenue and Johnson
Creek Boulevard west of 45th as neighborhood collectors.

A public hearing on the study's findings and recommendations was
held on June 5. There was general support for the projects
listed in the Southeast Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan.
A number of people testified in favor of the recommendations for
a variety of reasons, but primarily because a new arterial was
not recommended and because the projects identified in the improvement plan were able to meet most study objectives. Several
residents of the study area expressed their concern that the
recommendation does not include a new arterial. Residents of the
Ardenwald Neighborhood Association and others were also concerned
that nothing had been done to mitigate traffic impacts on Johnson
Creek Boulevard and requested that improvements to the residential portion of Johnson Creek Boulevard be added to the plan.
A project at this location is now recommended to be included in
the improvement plan after consideration and support from both
the Southeast Technical and Citizens Advisory Committees.
Other testimony related to concern about specific projects in the
plan and did not affect the recommendations.
In addition, there was testimony in support of the railbus alternative which has been recommended for further study by the Southeast Citizens Advisory Committee. This recommendation was not
supported by the Southeast Technical Advisory Committee because
it did not relieve traffic congestion in the study area. However, the Technical Advisory Committee does recommend that further information on railbus be presented to TPAC and JPACT for
their consideration.
This resolution allows the projects contained in the Southeast
Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan to be incorporated into
the RTP and become eligible for funding from the McLoughlin Corridor Reserve. The resolution also responds to a request from
the City of Milwaukie asking that traffic counts be taken on
Johnson Creek Boulevard prior to and following the opening of the
Tacoma Overpass.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution No. 891108.

BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF
THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE
SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR STUDY FINDINGS,
RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE SOUTHEAST
CORRIDOR TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PLAN

RESOLUTION NO. 89-1108
Introduced by
Mike Ragsdale, Presiding
Officer, Metro Council

WHEREAS, Metro Resolution No. 86-632 approved a
McLoughlin Boulevard Improvement Program consisting of highway
improvements to McLoughlin Boulevard, a potential LRT extension
from Portland to Milwaukie, expansion of bus service and a
neighborhood traffic management program in the Sellwood
neighborhood; and
WHEREAS, The McLoughlin Corridor Improvement Program
called for completion of a study to identify east/west traffic
problems and recommend an improvement strategy for the Southeast
Corridor before construction of Phase II of the McLoughlin Boulevard improvement could begin; and
WHEREAS, The Southeast Corridor is also identified as
an outstanding issue in the Metropolitan Service District's
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP); and
WHEREAS, The Metropolitan Service District and the
affected local jurisdictions have cooperatively conducted an
analysis and evaluation of alternative transportation strategies
in the corridor; and
WHEREAS, The study produced the Findings, Recommendations and a Southeast Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan as
set forth in Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, The Findings, Recommendations and Southeast
Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan have been endorsed by
the Southeast Corridor Technical and Citizens Advisory Committees; and
WHEREAS, The City of Portland and the City of Milwaukie
support the study's recommendations by adoption of resolutions;
and
WHEREAS, The City of Milwaukie has requested that Metro
coordinate with the City of Portland and ODOT to initiate traffic
counts prior to and following the completion of the Tacoma
Overpass; now, therefore
BE IT RESOLVED:
1.
That the Council of the Metropolitan Service District adopts the Findings, Recommendations and the Transportation
Improvement Plan of the Southeast Corridor Study as set forth in

Exhibit A and directs staff to prepare amendments to Ordinance
No. 89282 to incorporate components of the improvement plan of
regional significance into the next update of the Regional Transportation Plan.
2.
That the Metro Council directs staff to coordinate
with the City of Portland, City of Milwaukie and ODOT to initiate
traffic counts on Johnson Creek Boulevard, and other locations in
the study area if appropriate, prior to and following completion
of the Tacoma Overpass.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service
District this
day of
'
, 1989.

Mike Ragsdale, Presiding Officer

89-1108.RES
10-12-89

Exhibit A
Southeast Corridor Study Findings,
Recommendations and Improvement Plan
A.

Findings
1.

Need for Arterial Improvement
The Technical Advisory Committee reviewed the current
function and classification of Johnson Creek Boulevard
as well as the various impacts of new arterial capacity
in the corridor and recommended that no new arterial be
carried forward based on these findings:
Johnson Creek Boulevard is classified as a
neighborhood collector by the city of Portland and
a minor arterial by the city of Milwaukie. Based
on each jurisdiction's definition of use and type
of traffic (local or through), these
classifications are consistent.
Johnson Creek Boulevard acts and functions as a
collector, not an arterial, with only 12 percent
through trips utilizing the facility in 19 85. It
will continue to function as a collector in the
future. Through trips will increase slightly to
16 percent of all trips utilizing the facility.
The amount of traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard
is appropriate for its classification and is
similar to that on equivalent facilities in Portland and Milwaukie. In addition, Johnson Creek
Boulevard serves the same function as other collectors in Portland.
Traffic increases on Johnson Creek Boulevard are
projected to be small (8 percent) through the year
2009, even with the construction of the Tacoma
overpass and the Johnson Creek Boulevard interchange at 1-205. This increase is substantially
less than on many other east/west streets in the
study area. The small increase in traffic is a
result of a constrained traffic-carrying capacity
on Johnson Creek Boulevard, available capacity on
other streets in the study area, and the limited
area of land available for development.
A new arterial would reduce traffic volumes on
Johnson Creek Boulevard and decrease congestion on
east/west streets, but also attracts significant
regional through traffic in the corridor from
other major arterials. In addition, it would

exacerbate congestion problems in the Sellwood
neighborhood, the McLoughlin corridor and other
Southeast Portland neighborhoods, and runs contrary to the City of Portland's Comprehensive Plan
and Arterial Streets Classification Policy.
The Johnson Creek basin is a park-like environment
in an urban setting. Construction of an arterial
in the basin would have significant impacts and
community opposition. These impacts include
wetland and drainage issues, wildlife impacts,
noise impacts to Tideman/Johnson Park and to
numerous residences, and residential displacements .
The question of new arterial capacity in the
corridor still remains in relation to the need for
additional river crossing capacity across the
Willamette River. The river crossing study is
scheduled to begin at the conclusion of this
process. It will address the issue of travel
constraints across the Willamette River and examine the need for new bridge capacity across it.
New bridge capacity may have significant impacts
on regional travel and the river crossing study
will provide the appropriate forum to address
major capacity improvements in the Southeast area.
The current truck prohibition on Johnson Creek
Boulevard does not present major problems in
accessibility to the west for the' Johnson Creek
industrial area. Respondents to the truck activity survey stated that they have learned to
live with the prohibition and that carriers have
adjusted and diverted to 52nd Avenue and Linwood
for access to the west.
New arterial capacity to the west is not an issue
of concern at this time for Johnson Creek area
employers. When asked about transportation projects they would like to see in the area, no
respondents identified new arterial capacity;
however, most agreed when asked that a project of
that nature would benefit truck and employee
accessibility.
Overall, employer survey results showed strong
support for the Johnson Creek Boulevard/I-20 5
project. Comments regarding desired transportation projects in the area included: upgrading
Johnson Creek Boulevard from 45th to 82nd; improving the 82nd Avenue/Johnson Creek Boulevard intersection; and instituting traffic signals or turn
lanes at specific locations along Johnson Creek

Boulevard to improve ease of movement between the
street and places of business.
2.

Feasibility of Remaining Alternatives
The Southeast Corridor technical and citizens committees thoroughly reviewed the traffic, economic and
environmental impacts associated with each of the other
alternatives. After extensive discussion, the committees agreed that none of the alternatives as originally
envisioned should be recommended based on these findings:
Both Share Traffic alternatives are very costly
($19.3m to $27.6m for Share Traffic No. 1 and
$55.1 to $61.8m for Share Traffic No. 2) in relation to the benefit realized. Share Traffic No. 1
reduces traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard by 10
percent, but creates a very high number of residential displacements on Holgate Boulevard. Share
Traffic No. 2 reduces traffic on Johnson Creek
Boulevard by 21 percent, but at a prohibitive cost
and results in a loss of industrial access in the
Mailwell area and higher traffic volumes on residential streets in Milwaukie and Portland neighborhoods .
The Minimize Traffic alternatives do have potential to reduce traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard.
However, they also make many traffic movements
more difficult, requiring considerable out-ofdirection travel for local traffic needs. Minimize Traffic No. 2 represents the most severe of
these and makes local traffic circulation almost
impossible. The citizens committee did not want
to reduce traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard at
the expense of neighborhood accessibility.
The expanded transit/railbus option was examined
to define its potential to reduce traffic problems
in the Southeast area and analysis has shown that
it would not have any significant benefit to traffic congestion and is not a solution to Southeast
traffic problems. The citizens committee agreed
that railbus not be carried forward for this
study, but recommended that it be incorporated
into future regional rail studies.
Even minor increases in capacity on Holgate from
28th to Foster Road would lead to significant
increases in traffic (+30 percent) and congestion
on that facility and continuous improvements on
Holgate are not recommended.

North/south improvements on 52nd Avenue benefit
primarily McLoughlin and 82nd Avenue, which are
regional facilities. They, would also reduce traffic to a lesser extent on 42nd, 39th and 45th, but
have little impact on Johnson Creek Boulevard and
other east/west streets. Continuous improvements
on 52nd Avenue/Flavel Drive are not recommended.
Any plan calling for traffic diversion would make
local traffic circulation more difficult and would
reduce residential accessibility and is not recommended.
B.

Recommendations
The Southeast Corridor Citizens and Technical Advisory Committees worked cooperatively to develop the recommendations
of this study and the projects listed in the Southeast Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan (Figure 1). Following
are the general recommendations of the study:
There is strong support for the transit component of
the Regional Transportation Plan, specifically on the
need for the Milwaukie LRT and the accompanying major
increase in transit service over the committed system
being called for. The Milwaukie LRT was found, in a
1984 study, to be a viable corridor.
Truck traffic should be routed from the Johnson Creek
industrial area to 1-205 to the extent possible.
Projects should be initiated to facilitate traffic
movements on specific east/west streets in the study
area and relieve traffic demand on the residential
portion of Johnson Creek Boulevard.
Measures should be taken to treat 45th Avenue and
Johnson Creek Boulevard west of 45th as neighborhood
collectors.
The projects listed below are recommended jointly by the
Citizens and Technical Advisory Committees. The plan consists of projects which are consistent with the preceding
recommendations and address existing transportation problems, improve local traffic accessibility into and out of
the study area, improve access to the Johnson Creek Boulevard industrial area, and facilitate east/ west traffic
movements. Improvements in the plan should be designed to
maintain transit accessibility and should incorporate transit improvements such as bus priority treatments, convenient
stop locations and bus pullouts where warranted. In addition, Tri-Met should continue to evaluate transit service
needs within the study area and provide service improvements
where warranted.

Southeast Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan
The following projects make up the improvement plan and are
listed by priority of need and their ability to meet Southeast
study objectives.
Project Location and Description
1.

Harrison Street/42nd Avenue/King
Road

Cost
$210,000

To reduce geometric constraint and improve east/west
flow.

$1 m.
(Cap from
Regional
Reserve.)

Does not improve capacity;
meets objective
of treating
Johnson Creek
Boulevard as a
neighborhood
collector.
Helps protect
existing residential areas.

P.E. $50,000

To provide additional capacity at Highway
224 intersection and improve east/west
flow; corridor
is currently
under utilized.

Provides additional through capacity by widening 42nd Avenue to two
lanes plus a continuous left turn
lane and widening King Road to four
lanes west to 42nd Avenue.
Johnson Creek Boulevard (32nd Avenue to 45th Avenue)
2.

Provide mitigation and safety measures such as curbs, drainage, street lighting and sidewalks where
needed. Design lanes to meet minimum acceptable width so as not to
encourage increased traffic. Exact
scope of project will be determined
by Portland, Milwaukie, the
Ardenwald Neighborhood Association
and affected property owners.
Harrison Street (Highway 224
Avenue)

3.

32nd

Purpose

Conduct preliminary engineering
(P.E.) to determine scope of project. This is an at-grade project
and should be coordinated with the
Sunrise Corridor DEIS.

Construction $300,000
to
$400,000

Johnson Creek Boulevard (Linwood
Avenue to 82nd Avenue)

P..E. $50,000 to
$70,000

Upgrade to urban industrial road
standards; conduct P.E. from 45th
Avenue to 82nd Avenue to determine
overall scope of improvement; two
travel lanes with turn lanes where
needed; examine need for curbs,
sidewalks and safety improvements.
Design project to maintain rail
feasibility at crossings.

Construction Phase
one $1.4 to
$1.7m

To encourage
truck traffic
to utilize
1-205 to the
extent possible; facility
is currently
substandard;
roadway is
narrow and
uneven with
cracked pavement.

Project Location and Description
4b.

45th Avenue (Harney to Glenwood)
Narrows the street with curb extensions, subject to the endorsement
of the Woodstock Neighborhood Association and 45th Avenue residents. Should be constructed no
later than project 4a. Impacts of
project should be monitored so
traffic is not diverted to other
streets.

5.

Johnson Creek Boulevard (45th Avenue to Linwood Avenue)

Cost

Purpose

$500,000
(Cap from
Regional
Reserve.)

Treats 45th as
neighborhood
collector by
reducing excessive speeds on
facility. Decreases truck
accessibility.

$1.8m

See 4a.

$220,000

To improve
east/west flow
and local
accessibility
by separating
turning and
through
movement.

$150,000

Two travel lanes with turn lanes
where needed; curbs and sidewalks.
Holgate (17th Avenue; 26th Avenue
and 39th Avenue)
Provide left-turn lanes; replacement signal and restripe; remove
on-street parking at intersection;
evaluate need for north/south leftturn lanes.
52nd Avenue (Woodstock; Flavel
Drive; Flavel Street; Duke)

Conduct P.E. on Flavel Drive,
Harney Road, and extension of 52nd
Avenue to determine feasibility of
improved connection to Johnson
Creek Boulevard.

P.E. Unknown

Improves capacity at problem
intersections;
provides increased accessibility from
eastside industrial area, the
only industrial
area not served
well by Johnson
Creek Boulevard
upgrade and interchange .

King Road (Linwood Avenue; Stanley
Avenue; and Bell Avenue)

Phase
one $300,000
to
$500,000

Improves safety
and capacity;
facilitates
east/west
traffic flow.

Provide left-turn lanes and channelization.

8.

Widen intersections and add leftturn lanes at Linwood; other intersections - left-turn and upgrade;
construct Linwood as phase one.

Total $500,000
to
$700,000
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October 2, 1989
Mike Ragsdale, Presiding Officer
2000 SW First Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97201-5398
Dear Mike:
I am forwarding the City of Milwaukie's resolution approving
the S.E. Corridor Report to you. You have probably seen the
Oregonian story about the Council softening it's position on
this matter.
We have agreed to recognize the report and the project list
as the best option mitigating the traffic impacts on Johnson
Creek Blvd. The Council is still concerned about the longterm impacts of traffic, particularly after completion of
the Tacoma Street overpass. We will continue to monitor
this issue and make ourselves heard if the neighborhood
perceives significant impacts.
We will work with the City of Portland and the neighbors to
plan for a project on Johnson Creek Blvd. I hope that
consensus can be achieved within the two year period.
Thank you for your efforts to mediate this matter and help
bring about a regional solution. We hope that in the future
the small governments can achieve a greater recognition of
specific neighborhood problems without the feeling of being
"sold down the river".
Sincerely,

Roger A. Hall
Mayor
cc: City Council
Earl Blumenauer, City of Portland
Ed Lindquist, Clackamas County
Dick Bailey, City of Milwaukie
Andy Cotugno, Metro
Winston Kurth, Clackamas County DOT
CITY HALL • 10722 S.E. MAIN STREET • MILWAUKIE, OREGON 97222 • TELEPHONE (503) 6 5 9 - 5 1 7 1

KESCLOTICN NO.

30-1989

A RESCLOTION CF THE CITY COUNCIL CF THE CITY OF MILWADKIE SUPPORTING THE
ADOPTION CF THE SOUTHEAST CORRIDOR STUDY FINDINGS, RECOWffiNQATIONS, AND
IMPROVEMENT H A N .
WHEREAS, Milwaukie endorsed the McLoughlin Boulevard Improvement Program,
and;
WHEREAS, the McLoughlin Corridor Improvement Program called for
completion of a study to identify east/west traffic problems and recommend an
improvement strategy for the Southeast Corridor before construction of the
Tacoma Overpass could begin; and
WHEREAS, Milwaukie endorsed the need for a Southeast Corridor Study to
address east/west traffic concerns; and
WHEREAS, the Southeast Corridor is also identified as an outstanding
issue in the Metropolitan Service District's Regional Transportation Plan
(KTP); and
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Service District and the affected local
jurisdictions have cooperatively conducted an analysis and evaluation of
alternative transportation strategies in the corridor; and
WHEREAS, the study produced the Findings, Recommendations, and a
Southeast Corridor Transportation Improvement Plan as set forth in Exhibit A;
and
WHEREAS, the Findings, Recommendations, and Southeast Corridor
Transportation Improvement Plan have been endorsed by the Southeast Corridor
Technical and Citizens Advisory Committee; and
WHEREAS, the City Council conducted a public hearing on July 10, 1989;
and
WHEREAS, the City was represented on the Technical and Citizen Advisory
Conniittee.
NOW, THERHX3RE, BE IT RESOLVE) that the Council of the City of Milwaukie
supports the Findings, Recommendations, and Improvement Plan of the Southeast
Corridor Study as set forth in Exhibit A, The support of the Findings,
Recommendations, and Improvement Plan are expressly contingent upon the
satisfaction of the conditions contained in Exhibit B.
Introduced and adopted by the City Council on

&2M
Roger
ger ^
ATTEST:

£Jerri L. Widner, City Recorder
Approved as to Form:

>thy V. Rams, City Attorney

September 19, 1989

i.

UVJ?(

Hall, Mayor " v

Exhibit A
McLouahlin Reserve A l l o c a t i o n — $3,002,610
Project
1.

Johnson Creek Boulevard (32nd Avenue to 45th Avenue)

CQSt

Comments

$1 m.

Project to be
defined within
24 months. If
project is not
defined, money
would go back
to Reserve.

$50,000 P.E. Only

To provide additional capacity at Highway
224 intersection and improve east/
west flow;
corridor is
currently under
utilized.

$50,000 P.E. Only

To encourage
truck traffic
to utilize I205 to the extent possible;
facility is
currently substandard; roadway is narrow
and uneven with
cracked
pavement.

$50,000 P.E. Only

Treats 45th as
neighborhood
collector by
reducing excessive speeds on
facility. Decreases truck
accessibility.

Provide mitigation and safety measures such as curbs, drainage,
street lighting and sidewalks where
needed. Design lanes to meet minimum standards. Exact scope of project will be determined by Portland, Milwaukie, the Ardenwald
Neighborhood Association and
affected property owners.
2.

Harrison Street (Highway 224 - 32nd
Avenue)
Conduct preliminary engineering
(P.E.) to determine scope of project. This is an at-grade project
and should be coordinated with the
Sunrise Corridor DEIS.

3.

Johnson Creek Boulevard (Linwood
Avenue to 82nd Avenue)
Upgrade to urban industrial road
standards; two travel lanes with
turn lanes where needed; examine
need for curbs, sidewalks and
safety improvements. Design
project to maintain rail
feasibility at crossings.

4.

45th Avenue (Harney to Glenwood)
Narrows the street with curb extensions, subject to the endorsement
of the Woodstock Neighborhood Association and 45th Avenue residents. Should be constructed no
later than project 3. Impacts of
project should be monitored so
traffic is not diverted to other
streets.

Project
5.

LRT studies in Milwaukie Corridor.

Cost

Comments

$

560,000

Supplements existing LRT reserve. Will be
available for
EIS and systems
planning.

5,000

Determine cost
of making Hawthorne Bridge
rail ready in
current project
vs. retrofitting at a later
date.

$360,000 to supplement currently
allocated $1 m. for Phase II
AA/DEIS from Portland to Milwaukie
$100,000 each for Phase I study
from Milwaukie to Clackamas Town
Center and Milwaukie to Oregon
City.
6.

Hawthorne Bridge LRT study.

$

7.

McLoughlin Corridor Highway
Improvements.

$1,287,610

$3,002,610

Will reduce
shortfall on
Tacoma
Overpass.

EXHIBIT B

City of Milwaukie Position
on the Southeast Corridor Study

The City supports the Report in it's entirety, however, we have the following
conditions:
1.

Metro should conduct traffic counts taken prior to the start of
construction of the Tacoma Overpass. Continued monitoring of the traffic
levels should be conducted within 4-6 weeks after the completion of the
Tacoma overpass, and within 12-13 months of the completion of the Tacoma
Overpass to ensure that mitigation is effective. Counts are to be placed
at the same locations and counts are to be taken on the same days of the
week. Placement of counters are also to determine what is "through
traffic". A copy of the findings of the traffic counts of both AM and PM
peak traffic volumes as well as average daily traffic counts should be
submitted to the City of Milwaukie, other jurisdictions, and neighborhood
associates upon request.

2.

Council understands that the improvements to Johnson Creek Blvd. are not
intended to increase the capacity but to mitigate existing and future
traffic impacts.

3.

The above statements should be included in the JPACT and Metro
resolutions adopting the study.
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STAFF REPORT

Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date

CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 89-1134 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING THE REGION'S PRIORITY HIGHWAY
PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS FOR INCLUSION IN THE 1991-1996
ODOT SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY PROGRAM
DATE:

September 29, 1989

Presented by:

Andrew C. Cotugno

PROPOSED ACTION
This resolution would establish the region's priorities for
needed highway improvements on the State Highway System to be
included for funding in the 1991-1996 Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Six-Year Highway Program. Prior to commencing
construction, local government must demonstrate that these
projects are consistent with their local comprehensive plans.
The TIP Subcommittee reviewed the project list and provided a
number of comments which have been incorporated.
TPAC has reviewed this list of priorities and recommends approval
of Resolution No. 89-1134.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
To begin implementing the regional 10-year transportation program
contained in the adopted Regional Transportation Plan (RTP),
priorities must be established to guide specific funding decisions, now and during the course of the 10-year period. A
major source of funds for the improvements necessary on the State
Highway System within the region is the ODOT Six-Year Program,
which is currently being updated to provide funding for projects
to be implemented during 1991-1996. The attached resolution
identifies the region's highway project priorities for inclusion
in the current update of the ODOT program.
The highway and transit improvements required to provide an
adequate level of service on the region's transportation system
have been identified as part of the recently adopted RTP Update.
Many of the improvements are projects needed on the State Highway
System. Criteria were developed by the Joint Policy Advisory
Committee on Transportation (JPACT) to evaluate these necessary
improvements so that a set of regional priorities could be determined and forwarded in testimony before the Oregon Transportation
Commission (OTC) to be included in the current ODOT Six-Year
Program update process.
These criteria consisted of technical measures of current and
1998 congestion levels, vehicle hours of delay (current and

1998) , accident rates, economic development factors, and overall
cost/benefit in terms of expected year 2005 vehicle usage (see
Attachment A) . Point values were assigned for each criterion,
and the projects were ranked in each category of Six-Year Program
funding: Interstate projects; Access Oregon (see below) projects; and other state-funded projects. The new project proposals
for the current update are shown in Table 1. Overall recommendations for inclusion in the Six-Year Program update combining
previously ranked projects and new proposals were then made using
a combination of the technical ratings and subjective factors
such as timing and relationship to other projects (see Tables 2
through 4) . Any of those projects recommended for PE/ROW in the
"high priority" categories could be accelerated to construction
if the process proceeds faster than anticipated at this time.
Access Oregon is a recently added category of project funding in
the ODOT Six-Year Plan process. Beginning in 1990, the OTC plans
to focus approximately $150 million in new revenues on projects
to modernize routes which significantly contribute to the economic health of the state while providing access to tourist
destinations. As currently proposed by ODOT, the Access Oregon
and Interstate routes cover all of the major radial corridors in
this region (from 1-84 to U.S. 26 east; McLoughlin Boulevard and
the Sunrise Corridor; the Western Bypass and Highway 99W; 1-5,
1-84; and U.S. 30) except the Sunset Highway (U.S. 26 West). The
Sunset Highway is the only major radial corridor that would not
qualify for either Interstate funds or Access Oregon funds. It
is strongly recommended that the Sunset Highway, obviously important from an economic standpoint as the access route to the
growing employment base in Washington County and recreationally
important as the major metropolitan area route to Tillamook (via
Highway 6) and Seaside, be included as either an Access Oregon
route or a very high priority for funding from "other" state
highway funds. To that end, Sunset Highway improvements have
been included in both the Access Oregon priorities (Table 3) and
the Other State Fund priorities (Table 4).
In addition to the specific project recommendations, two more
generalized priorities were formulated in the process:
1.

That the state should pursue the establishment of an
"operations fund" for each region to be used for intersections and related operations-type improvements,
especially in light of the reduction in HES funding
levels; and

2.

That the funding for management technique projects on
the freeway system (ramp metering, incident management,
etc.) should be pursued. These techniques are often
inexpensive and can be a major factor in the more
effective use of existing freeway capacity.

There was unanimous concurrence of the Transportation Improvement
Program Subcommittee to forward the attached resolution to the
Transportation Policy Alternatives Committee (TPAC) for approval.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution No. 891134.

ATTACHMENT A
I.

JPACT CRITERIA
To implement the 10-year program, priorities must be established
to guide specific funding decisions, now and during the course
of the 10-year period. Criteria for setting these priorities
will be as follows:
A.

II.

Criteria for Ranking Projects;
1.

Improvements that correct severe existing traffic
problems will have first priority.

2.

Improvements that correct traffic congestion problems
anticipated in the 'next 10 years and improvements that
correct access capacity deficiencies that constrain
10-year development areas will have next priority.

B.

In order to minimize costs, regional corridor improvements
to be implemented will give priority consideration to
actions to reduce costs through increased people-moving
capacity obtained by transit, regional and corridor rideshare programs and low-cost management techniques such as
ramp metering, signal improvements, access control and
high-occupancy vehicle lanes.

C.

Large projects should be broken into manageable parts so
that the most critical part is prioritized for construction.

D.

Consideration should be given to the region "reserving" a
portion of available funds in order to be able to quickly
respond to economic development opportunities.

TECHNICAL CRITERIA
A

*

1985.v/c:

Volume to capacity ratio (p.m. pk. hr./pk.
direction)

> .9 = High = 3 pts.
.8 - .9 = Med. = 2 pts.
< .8 = Low = 1 pt.
B.

1985 Accident Rate per vehicle mile (from 1985 ODOT
Accident Rate Book)
> 124% statewide median = High = 3 pts.'
100% - 124% statewide median = Med. =
2 pts.
< 100% statewide median = Low = 1 pt.

c.

1985 VHP = annual vehicle hours of delay
(time at assigned peak-hour volume) - (time at LOS "c"
volume) x 3,300 x peak-hour volume
1

•

Intersections/Interchanges
>
9 hours = High « 3 pts.
5 - 9 hours = Med. « 2 pts.
<
5 hours * Low = 1 pt.

2.

Interstate Projects
> 74 hours = High * 3 pts.
25 - 74 hours = Med. = 2 pts.
< 25 hours * Low = 1 pt.

3.

Link Improvements
> 15 hours = High = 3 pts.
7.5 - 15 hours = Med. = 2 pts.
< 7.5 hours = Low = 1 pt.

D.

199 8 v/c:

Volume to capacity ratio (p.m. pk. hr./pk.
direction)

> .94 = High = 3 pts.
.85 - .94 = Med. « 2 pts.
< .85 « Low = 1 pt.
E.

199 8 VHP = annual vehicle hours of delay
(time at assigned peak-hour volume) - (time at LOS "c"
volume) x 3,300 x peak-hour volume
1.

Intersections/Interchanges
;

2.

> 19 hours = High « 3 pts.
10 - 19 hours = Med. = 2 pts.
< 10 hours = Low = 1 pt.

Interstate Projects
> 149 hours = High « 3 pts.
50 - 149 hours = Med. = 2 pts.
< 50 hours = Low = 1 pt.

3-

Link Improvements
> 29 hours = High = 3 pts.
15 - 29 hours = Med. = 2 pts.
< 15 hours = Low = 1 pt.

METRO

Memorandum

2000 S.W. First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201-5398
503/221-1646

DATE:

September 21, 1989

TO:

Robert N. Bothman, ODOT Director

FROM:

Mike Ragsdale, Chair, JPACT

RE:

ODOT SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY PROGRAM POLICIES —
CONCERNS

JPACT

At the September 14, 1989 meeting, JPACT endorsed transmitting a
series of concerns to ODOT regarding policies that affect the
development of the Six-Year Highway Improvement Program. We would
appreciate your sharing these with the Oregon Transportation
Commission.
1.

Consideration should be given to adding the Sunset Highway
to the Access Oregon system and to scheduling improvements
to be coordinated with the LRT construction schedule. The
Sunset Highway does meet ODOT's criteria for the Access
Oregon system as the key route from Portland to Seaside.

2.

Consideration should be given to maintaining an adequate
funding level for Interstate modernization. The past policy
of splitting the FAI-4R funds 60/40 percent for Rehabilitation/Modernization ensures needed modernization projects can
be advanced while a change in policy to 90/10 percent
Rehabilitation/Modernization would significantly delay the
entire program. Maintaining the 40 percent share or supplementing FAI-4R funds with state funds should be considered.

3.

ODOT should clarify how it proposes to treat arterial
projects:

4.

a.

which arterials does ODOT plan to retain and improve;
what funding program is set up for this purpose?

b.

which arterials does ODOT plan to drop; under what
conditions should local jurisdictions expect to assume
responsibility?

The Access Oregon program is a good one, but the region may
see few or no improvements for eight to ten years. Although
the region expects to seek funding from the Access Oregon

Robert N. Bothman
September 21, 1989
Page 2

program for the Westside Bypass, the Sunrise Corridor and
the Mt. Hood Parkway, ODOT's policy prohibits including a
commitment to construction in the Six-Year Program until the
project has completed the EIS process. As such, funding
cannot be committed in this update and perhaps the next
update. If the OTC fully commits the Access Oregon funding,
no construction activity can be committed to for the next
six to eight years, causing a.significant delay to these
projects. Consideration should be given to not fully committing all available Access Oregon funding in the next
several updates to the Six-Year Highway Program.
5.

Consideration should be given to establishing a funding
program for intersection improvements, freeway management
projects and other small scale operations improvements.
These projects produce a very high degree of benefit at
minimal cost.

6.

Funding Commitment — T h e Portland region has historically
viewed the Six-Year Program as a commitment by ODOT to fund
the project. This is a good policy that should be continued. Furthermore, ODOT should maintain a commitment to a
project once included in the Six-Year Program in the event
funding is reprogrammed to other purposes and use. the SixYear Program update process to decide to drop projects.

Thank you for your consideration and assistance.
submitting to you project-specific priorities.
MR:ACC:mk
CC:

TPAC
JPACT

We will also be

BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF
THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING
THE REGION'S PRIORITY HIGHWAY
PROJECT IMPROVEMENTS FOR INCLUSION
IN THE 1991-1996 OREGON DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION SIX-YEAR HIGHWAY
PROGRAM

RESOLUTION NO. 89-1134
Introduced by
Mike Ragsdale,
Presiding Officer

WHEREAS, The Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation has established a preliminary 10-year transportation
program of priorities and strategies; and
WHEREAS, These priorities are identified in the adopted
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP); and
WHEREAS, The program sets the agenda for transportation
improvements throughout the next decade; and
WHEREAS, Many of the identified improvements are required on facilities owned by the state of Oregon; and
WHEREAS, The improvements programmed on the State
Highway System must be included in the Oregon Department of
Transportation Six-Year Highway Improvement Program; and
WHEREAS, The Six-Year Program is currently being updated to encompass projects to be scheduled in the period 19911996; and
WHEREAS, The Transportation Improvement Program Subcommittee and the Transportation Policy Alternatives Committee have
developed a consensus as to the region's priorities for projects
to be included in the current Oregon Department of Transportation
Six-Year Program update; now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED:
1.

That the Council of the Metropolitan Service

District reconfirms the priority of those projects currently
committed for funding in the 1989-1994 ODOT Six-Year Highway
Improvement Program.
2.

That the Council of the Metropolitan Service Dis-

trict adopts the highway improvements contained in Exhibit A as
the region's priorities for inclusion in the 1991-1996 Oregon
Department of Transportation Six-Year Highway Improvement
Program.
3.

That staff be directed to forward these priorities

in testimony during the appropriate hearings on the Six-Year
Program update by the Oregon Transportation Commission.
4.

That this action is consistent with the Regional

Transportation Plan.

ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service
District this

day of

, 1989.

Mike Ragsdale, Presiding Officer

JAG:mk
89-1134.RES
09-29-89

EXHIBIT A
HIGHWAY PROJECT PRIORITIES FOR INCLUSION IN
1991-1996 ODOT SIX-YEAR PROGRAM
Project Limits

Recommendation

Cost

k. Interstate Projects

1-5
1-405
1-5

Western Bypass/I-205 Int.
Highway 224 Interchange
Highway 217 Interchange
Greeley - N. Banfield Ph. 1
Greeley - N. Banfield Ph. 2
Greeley - N. Banfield Ph. 3
Greeley - N. Banfield Ph. 4
Sunnybrook Interchange
Barbur/49th/Taylors Ferry Int
W. Marquam - Fremont Bridge
Stafford Road Interchange

PE/ROW
PE/ROW
Construction
Construction
Construction
PE/ROW
PE/ROW
Construction
PE/EIS
PE
Construction

1-84

181st - Troutdale

Construction

1-205

Sunnyside Interchange

Construction

1-5
1-205
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-205

$12.0
6.0
45.5
6.0 m.
27.9
3.0
5.5
9.2
1.0
4.0
10.2 (5.2
prog.)
67.3 (55.0
prog.)
0.2

B. Access Oregon Projects
Hwy. 99E
Western
Bypass
Western
Bypass
Western
Bypass
Hwy. 99W
Hwy
Hwy
U.S

99W
99W
26

McLoughlin - Phases 1, 2, 3

Construction

1-5 to Sunset Highway

PE

5.0

Phase I (1-5 to Highway 99W)

ROW

8.9

(Boones Ferry Road) Bypass to
1-5 Phase 1
at Six Corners

PE/ROW

1.9

Highway 217 to Main
Highway 217 Interchange
Zoo - Sylvan Road Phase 1
(including Zoo ramp Ph. 2)
U.S
U.S 26
Sylvan - Canyon Phase 2
U.S 26
Canyon - Cornell
158th/Cornell
Interchange
U.S. 26
26
185th Avenue Interchange
I-84/U.S. 26
Connection (Mt. Hood Parkway)

Construction
PE/ROW
PE/ROW
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
PE/ROW

10.5 (short
fall)

5.6 (4.4
prog.)
1.5
4.7
11.5 (5.4
prog.)
11.3
19.2
18.5 (12.4
prog.)
8.1
12.0 (2.0
prog.)

EXHIBIT A
(continued)
Project Limits
Sunrise Corridor:
Hwy. 224 Lawnfield •
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 224
Hwy. 224
Hwy. 224
Hwy. 224

Recommendation
135th (Unit I)

Chitwood - Royer (Damascus)
(Unit II)
Rock Creek Jet. - MP.95 Climbing
Lane (Unit II)
McLoughlin - 37th/Edison
(Unit III)
37th/Edison - Webster - TSM
(Unit III)
37th/Edison - Webster - Widening
(Unit III)
Webster - Johnson (Unit III)

Cost

PE/ROW
PE/ROW
Construction

10.0 (1.0
prog.)
3.5 (1.1
prog.)
1.2

PE/ROW

5.0

Construction

0.5

PE

0.4

PE

0.4

-• Other State Fund Projects
U.S. 26

Zoo - Sylvan Road Phase 1
(including Zoo ramp Ph. 2)
Canyon - Cornell

Construction

U.S. 26
Barbur
Blvd.
S.W. Third - S.W. 49th (TSM)
Powell
Blvd.
1-205 - 181st Phase 1 (TSM)
T.V. Hwy Murray - Highway 217 (Beaverton)
U.S. 26
Sylvan - Canyon Phase 2
Farmington
Road
Murray - 209th

Construction

Hwy. 43
OR 213
Hwy. 217

Construction
Construction
Construction

Willamette Falls Dr. - Laurel
C.C.C. - Leland
Sunset - Scholls Ferry Rd.
(Ramp Metering)
Hwy. 217 Sunset - Hall Phase 1
Hwy. 217 Hall Boulevard - Hall O'xing
U.S. 26
Ross Island Br./West Bridgehead
U.S. 26
158th/Cornell Interchange
Hwy. 217 Greenburg Overcrossing
B.H. Hwy. Scholls Ferry - Hwy. 217 (TSM)
B.H. Hwy. Scholls/Oleson Interchange
Barbur
Blvd. Hamilton - Terwilliger

11. 5 (5.4
prog.)
19. 2

Construction

1. 3

Construction
PE/ROW
Construction

7-10, 0
10. 0
11. 3

Construction

PE/ROW
PE/ROW
PE
Construction
PE/ROW
Construction
Construction
PE/ROW

11. 2 (3.45
local)
1. 0
3. 9
0. 8
1 2
1. 1
2 0
12. 0 (10.8
prog.)
0 5
1 .7
1 .0 (0.33
prog.)
1.3

EXHIBIT A
(continued)
Project Limits

Recommendation

T.V. Hwy. Murray - 21st Phase 1 (TSM)
T.V. Hwy. 21st - Oak

PE
Construction

Scholls
Ferry

Construction

Highway 217

Murray

Cost
2.5
3.1 (4.8
other $)
7.5 (3.8
prog.)

C. Other State Fund Projects (continued)
Macadam
Avenue
Macadam
Avenue
Hwy. 99E
U.S. 30
U.S. 26
1
Graham
Road
Hwy. 47

at Taylors Ferry

PE/ROW

Taylors Ferry - Bancroft (TSM)
Union/Grand Viaduct
N. Columbia - Lombard via 60th
185th Avenue Interchange

PE
Construction

Structure Widening
Forest Grove Bypass

Construction
Construction

Construction
Construction

0.4
1..0
14,.4 (HBR
poss.)
3..5
8..1
2, .8

5,,6 (2.8
prog.)

D. State Operations Fund
That the state establish, on a regional basis, an operations fund to be
used for intersections and other small scale operations improvements for
new projects and to supplement HES funds.
E. Freeway Management Techniques
That ODOT initiate and implement over time the freeway management techniques, including ramp metering, identified in the November 1987 Freeway
Congestion Management Report prepared by ODOT Region I.

a:\89-1134.RES
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Table 1
New Project Rankings for the 1991-1996 Six-Year Program Update

Project

facility

Project Limits

Description

1987
V/C

Rating
(Points)

1987
Accident
..Rate ,

Rating

1998
V/C ) .9

Recent
Development

High
(3 pts.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

21.2

High
(3 pts.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

Rating

1987
VH0

Rating
(Points)

1998
V/C

Rating
(Points)

1998
_VHjJ

Rating
(Points)

High
(3 pts.)

18.7

High
(3 pts.)

1.15

High
(3 pts.)

35.9

Hod.
(2 pts.)

19.2

High
(3 pts.)

1.59

High
(3 pts.)

(point?)

Est.
fejjt

2005
VHT/VT

per 2005
VHT

Rating
(Points)

$16.9 m.

$ 0.59

Hed.
(2 pts.)

20

50.0 m.

4.1 m.

12.20

Low
(1 pt.)

18

Total
(Point

—

units 1, 2. 3

Shortfalls

-

-

-

*T.V. Highway

Beaverton E/W

Interchange and
Arterial Imps.

1.01

High
(3 pts.)

2341

•Ross Island Bridge

West Bridgehead

Reconstruct,
Access

1.30

High
(3 pts.)

•Union/Grand Viaduct

Division - ramps

Widening

1.00

High
(3 pts.)

751

Low
(1 pt.)

24.4

High
(3 pts.)

1.15

High
(3 pts.)

28.7

High
(3 pts.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

14.4 m.

6.4 m.

2.26

Low
(1 pt.)

17

•I-205/Sunnyside

Interchange

MB Off-Ramp
Widening

0.8

Had.
(2 pts.)

OX

low
(1 pt.)

5.8

Hed.
(2 pts.)

1.03

High
(3 pts.)

7.2

Low
(1 pt.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

0.2 m.

3.3 m.

0.06

High
(3 pts.)

15

•Sandy Boulevard

41st - 102nd

TSM

*I-205/Park Place

Interchange

EB Off-Ramp

•Steel Bridge

East Bridgehead

*I-5/Nyberg

McLoughlin Boulevard

not

$10.0 * : + •

tow
(1 pt.)

222X-75X

High
(5 pts.)

4.3

low
(1 pt.)

1.03.38

Hed.
(2 pts.)

15.0

Med.
(2 pts.)

No

No

Low
(1 pt.)

4.0 m.

18.8 ...

0.21

High
(3 pts.)

13

1.0

High
(3 pts.)

345X

High
(3 pts.)

5.1

Hed.
(2 pts.)

1.05

High
(3 pts.)

6.0

Low
(1 pt.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

1.5 m.

1.38 m

1.09

low
(1 pt.)

16

Circulation,
Access

.9

Med.
(2 pts.)

56X

low
(1 pt.)

0.5

Low
(1 pt.)

0.92

Low
(1 pt.)

0.6

Low
(1 pt.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

5.0 ra.

4.5 m.

1.10

Low
(1 pt.)

10

Interchange

SB-EB RTE

.67

Low
(1 pt.)

74X

low
(1 pt.)

4.6

Low
(1 pt.)

0.84

Low
(1 pt.)

5.6

Low
(1 pt.)

No

Yes

Hed.
(2 pts.)

0.2 m.

5.3 ra.

0.04

High
(3 pts.)

10

•Highway 47

Council Creek Hwy. 47 Bypass

Widen

.2

Low
(1 pt.)

107X

Med.
(2 pts.)

0.0

Low
(1 pt.)

0.65

Low
<1 pt.)

0.0

Low
(1 pt.)

No

No

Low
(1 pt.)

5.6 m.

20.7 m.

0.27

High
(3 pts.)

10

•U.S. 30

Kittridge - WCL

TSM

.61

Low
(1 pt.)

26X

low
(1 pt.)

0.0

Low
(1 pt.)

0.72

Low
(1 pt.)

1.5

Low
(1 pt.)

No

No

Low
(1 pt.)

2.5 m.

19.9 m.

0.13

High
(3 pts.)

9

•1-5/N. Kerby

Interchange

NB Off-Ramp

.45

Low
(1 pt.)

10U

Med.
(2 pts.)

2.3

Low
(1 pt.)

0.54

Low
(1 pt.)

3.3

Low
(1 pt.)

No

No

Low
(1 pt.)

2.8 m.

2.3 ra.

1.22

low
(1 pt.)

8

*I-5

Columbia Portland

Capacity,
Ramps

.5

Low
(1 pt.)

15X

low
(1 pt.)

0.2

Low
(1 pt.)

0.51

Low
(1 pt.)

0.2

tow
(1 pt.)

No

No

Low
(1 pt.)

3.0 m.

1.2 m.

2.50

Low
<1 pt.)

7

Highway 47
(Highway 8!

Bypass

Construct/Reroute Hwy. 47

1.03

High
(3 pts.)

92X

low
(1 pt.)

14.6

Hed.
(2 pts.)

1.14

High
(3 pts.)

21.5

Med.
(2 pts.)

Yes

No

Med.
(2 pts.)

5.6 m.

I-5/Lower
Boones Ferry

Interchange

Reconstruct
Ramps

1.0

High
(3 pts.)

82X

low
(1 pt.)

Hed.
(2 pts.)

1.06

High
(3 pts.)

7.0

Low
(1 pt.)

Yes

Yes

High
(3 pts.)

4.7 m.

Data supplied by 0DOT
+ Data supplied by Metro
++ Reflects 000T participate

.94-.32

5.0 (e)

12.5 m. (e)"

6.0 m.

.44 (e)

High
(3 pts.)

16

.78

Med.
(2 pts.)

15
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TABLE 2

Project Limits

Description

Comments

.Eclats Recommendation

Cost

Higij
Ramp mods; new local street
Greeley - N. Banfield Phase I
Western Bypass/I-205 Interchange Construction

19
19

Construction
PE/ROW

19

PE/ROW

Reconstruction

1-5
I-5
I-5

Highway 217 Interchange
Greeley - N. Banfield Phase n
Greeley - N. Banfield Phase III

Reconstruction
Widen to 6 lanes
Braided ramps

I-5

Greeley - No. Banfield Phase IV

SB frontage road

18

I-205
I-5
I-405
I-5

Sunnybroolc Interchange
Barbur/49t±t/Taylors Ferry Int.
W. Iterguam - Fremont Bridge
Stafford Road Interchange

Construction of split diamond 17
To be determined
17
To be determined
16
Widening
15

Construction
PE/EIS
PE
Construction

I-84

181st - Troutdale

10

Construction

I-205

Surmyside Interchange

Widen to 6 lanes; new ints.
at 207th and 238th
NB Of f-ramp widening

15

Construction

I-05

CD

Highway 224 Interchange

CO 00

1-5
1-5

Construction
Construction
PE/ROW
PE/ROW

Insufficient time available to
construct in six-^year period.
Insufficient time available to
construct in six-year period.
Construction of Phases
allow lengthening of
Construction of Phases
allow lengthening of

1 and 2 will
schedule.
1 and 2 will
schedule.

Project has yet to be defined..
Project has yet to be defined.
Required for Phase 1 of w. Bypass.
Accelerate priority due to U.S. 26
Connector priority.
Deferred part of original project.

tfediym
I-5
I-205
I-205
I-5
I-5

Multnomah - Terwilliger
Airport Way - Sunnyside
Park Place Interchange
Hood Avenue - Terwilliger
Lower Boones Ferry Interchange

1-205
1-205
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5

Gladstone Interchange
Highway 43 Interchange
Nyberg Road Interchange
Wilsonville Interchange
Charbonneau Interchange
N. Kerby Avenue
Columbia - Portland Boulevard

NB weave and merge
Ramp metering
EB Off-Ramp improvements
SB Climbing Lane
Widening

16
16
16
15
15

—

Lad
Widening
Widening
SB-EB RTL
Reconstruction
Widening
NB Off-ramp
Capacity, ramps

13
11
10
10
8
8
7

—

FEIS FY 91
Privately funded PE should proceed.

$ 6.0 m.
12. 0
6.0
45.
27.
3.
5.5
9
1
4
10

2
0
0
2 (5.2
funded)
67 3 (55.0
funded)
0.2
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TABLE 3
ACCESS QREVCTN PRTOR TTTRfi

Project Limits

Points

Description

Ccmrents

Cast

High
Hwy. 99E
W. Bypass
W. Bypass

units 1, 2, 3
I-5 to Sunset Highway
Phase I (I-5 to Highway 99W)

Shortfalls
Construct 4-lane facility
Construct 4-lane facility

W/A
21

Construction
PE
ROW

U.S. 26

Complete WB Climbing Lane

20

Construction

U.S. 26
U.S. 26
1-84/
U.S.26

Zoo - Sylvan Road Phase I
(including Zoo ramp II)
Canyon - Cornell
Sylvan - Canyon Phase 2

Widen to 6 lanes
Widen; construct CD roads

20
19

Construction
Construction

Connection

Construct 4-lane facility

19

PE/ROW

Hwy. 224
Hwy. 224
Hwy. 224

McLaughlin - 37th/Edison
37th/Edison - Webster Phase I
Extension (Lawnfield - 135th)

Widen to 6 lanes
18
Reconfigure, signal intertie 12
Construct 4-lane facility
18

Construction
Construction
PE/ROW

W. Bypass

Widen to 3 lanes

17

Construction

U.S. 26

(Boones Perry Pd.) Bypass I-5/Stafford Phase I
158th/Comell Interchange

Reconstruct interchange

17

Construction

Hwy. 99W

at Six Comers

Reconfigure interchange

17

Construction

Hwy. 99W
Hwy. 99W
Hwy. 212

Highway 217 to Main
Hwy. 217 Interchange
Chitwood - Royer (Damascus)

Hwy. 224

37t2i/Edison - Webster Phase 2

Hwy. 224

Webster - Johnson

Hwy. 26

185th Interchange

Insufficient time to go to construction in six-year period.

5.0
8.9
11.5 (5.4
prog.)
19.2
11.3

Insufficient time to go to construction in six-year period.
Required for previous project.
Insufficient time to go to construction in six-year period.
Connected to I-5/Stafford and
Bypass Phase 1

12.0 (2.0
prog.)

5.0
0.5
10.0 (1.0
prog.)

1.9
18.5 (12.4
prog.)

Connected to Tualatin/Sherwood/
Edy Road project.

5.6 (5.4

prog.)
Reconfigure; widen
19
PE/ROW
1.5
Reconstruct
17
PE/ROW
4.7
Widen or coupletl4PE/ROWInsufficient time to go to con3.5 (1.1
prog.)
struction in six-^year period.
Widen to 6 lanes
0.4
12
PE
Moved up to allow all Hwy. 224 PE
to proceed at same time.
Widen to 6 lanes
0.4
11
PE
(See previous project.)
216th/219th segment; construction is subject to meeting
land use requirements.
Reconstruct
8.1
15
construction
Connected to 185th widening.
Medium

- NONE -

Cover shortfalls on committed $9. 9-11.6 m.
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TABLE 3
ACCESS OREGON PRIORITIES

project Limits

Description

Points

Recommendation

Comments

low
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 212
Hwy. 212
U.S. 26
U.S. 26
Hwy. 212

Rock Creek Junction - Chitwood
Lani Lane - U.S. 26 Phase I
Lani Lane - U.S. 26 Phase II
School Rd. - Lani Ln. (Boring)
Royer - 242nd
242nd - School Road
Helvetia Int. Phase 2
Jackson Interchange
at U.S. 26

Widen to 4 lanes
Widen to 2 lanes
Widen to 4 lanes
Widen or couplet
Widen to 4 lanes
Widen to 4 lanes
All capacity at interchange
- Construct interchange
Improve interchange

11
11
11
9
8
8
8
7
7

FEIS FY 92
FEIS FY 92
FEIS FY 92
FEIS FY 92
FEIS FY 92
FEIS FY 92
Construction FY 94
ROW FY 94
FEIS FY 92

Cost

TABLE 4
Page 1 of 4
OTHER STATE FUNDIM3 SOURCE PRIORITIES

Description

Project Limits

U.S. 26
U.S. 26
Barbur Blvd.
Powell Blvd.
T.V. Hwy.
U.S. 26
Farmington
Road
Hwy. 43
OR 213
Hwy. 217
Hwy. 217
Hwy. 217
U.S. 26
U.S. 26
Hwy. 217
B.H. Hwy.
B.H.
Hwy. Hwy.
99E
Barbur Blvd.
T.V. Hwy.
T.V. Hwy.
Scholls
Ferry
Macadam Ave.
Macadam Ave.
Highway 47

Zoo - Sylvan Phase I
(including Zoo ramp II)
Canyon - Cornell
S.W. Third - S.W. 49th
1-205 - 181st Phase 1
Murray - Highway 217
Sylvan - Canyon Phase 2
Murray - 209th
Willamette Falls Dr. - Laurel
C.C.C. - Mulino
Sunset - Scholls Ferry Road
Sunset - Hall Phase I
Hall Boulevard - Hall O'xing
Ross Island Br./West
158th/Cornell Interchange
Greenburg O'xing
Scholls Ferry - Highway 217
Scholls/Oleson Interchange
Union/Grand Viaduct
Hamilton - Terwilliger
Murray - 21st Phase I
21st - Oak
Hwy. 217 - Murray (incl. WB
lane; PC Br. & 135th Ph. I)
at Taylors Ferry
Taylors Ferry - Bancroft
Forest Grove Bypass

Points ReramendatigD

Conrosnts

CosJ;

$11.5 m.

Complete WB Climbing Lane

20

Construction

Widen to 6 lanes

20
20
20
20

Construction
Construction
Construction
PE/ROW

19

Construction

19
19
19
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
17

Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
PE/ROW
PE/ROW
PE/ROW
Construction
PE/ROW/CON
Construction
Construction
Construction
PE/ROW

Widening

17
17
17

Construction

(e)(4) and local $ committed
($4.8 m.)

Widen

16

Construction

Local $ committed

7.5 (3.8 prog.)

Reconfigure; TSM

17
17
16

PE/ROW

Project needs to be defined.
Project needs to be defined.
MSTTP $ committed

0.4
1.0
5.6 (2.8 prog.)

TSM
TSM
Interchange and E/W
arterials
Widen; all CD roads
Widen to 3-5 lanes
TSM; intersections
Widen
Ramp meter
Auxiliary lanes
Widen to 6 lanes
Reconstruct access
Reconstruct interchange
Widen to 7 lanes

TSM
Reconfigure interchange
Widen
SB Climb Lane

TSM

TSM
Relocate route

Development of project scope
and financial plan required.

11.3
Local $ committed ($3.45 m.)

Project development required

Tied to committed East Marquam
project.

PE

PE
PE/ROW/CON

19.2
1.3
7-10
10.0

11.2
1.0
3.9
0.8
1.2
1.1
5.0
12.0 (10.8 prog.)
2.0
1.7
1.0 (0.33 prog.)
14.4
1.3
2.5
3.1
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TABLE 4 (continued)
OTHER STATE FUNDING SOURCE PRIORITIES

Description

Project Limits

cost

Points RecgnmendatiQD
High, (continued)

U.S. 30

N. Columbia - Lombard at 60th

Reconfigure

11

Construction

U.S. 26

185th Interchange

Reconstruct

15

Construction

Graham Rd.

Col. S. Highway - I-84

Widen structure

11

Construction

Last piece of corridor truck-route
program.
Connected to 185th widening.

3.5

Connected to 1-84 widening and
257th project.

2.8

Medium
Hwy. 99W
Scholls
Ferry
Hall Blvd.
McLoughlin
Blvd.
Barbur Blvd.
Sandy Blvd.
B.H. Hwy.
Oregon City
Bypass
Durham
Road
Sandy Blvd.

Main - Tualatin Road

TSM

15

Highway 217 - Hall Phase II
Scholls Ferry - Durham Phase I

Widen
TSM

15
15

Hanson - River Road
at Hamilton Interchange
at 12th/Burnside Interchange
at Capital/Bertha

Widen to 5 lanes
Reconfigure
Reconfigure
Reconfigure

15
14
14
14

at Beavercreek Road

Construct interchange

14

Hall - 72nd
41st - 102nd

Widen to 3 lanes
TSM

13
13

Low
Hwy. 43
Boones
Ferry Rd.
McLaughlin
Steel Bridge

at Terwilliger Extension

Intersection TSM

12

Tualatin River Bridge Bypass
at Arlington
East Bridgehead

Widen to 3-4 lanes
Intersection
Circulation, access

12
11
10

Some intersections in construction

8.1
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Points Reccmnenclaticn

Description

Prelect Limits

Comments

Cost

l£M (continued)
Scholls
Ferry
Hwy. 217
Hwy. 99W
T.V. Hwy.
Boones
Ferry Rd.
Boones
Ferry Rd.
Boones
Ferry Rd.
Scholls
Ferry Rd.
Scholls
Ferry Rd.
Farmington
Road
Hall Blvd.
Barbur Blvd.

14
16
21
17

at Old Scholls/135th Phase II
Hall - Hall O'xing
1-5 to Highway 217
Murray to 21st Phase II

Reconfigure
Widen to 6 lanes
Widen to 7 lanes
Widen to 6-7 lanes

1-5 to Tualatin River

Widen to 3 lanes

at Tualatin River

Widen to 3 lanes

11

W. Bypass - I-5/Stafford Ph. II

Widen to 5 lanes

13

Murray - Beef Bend

Widen to 4-5 lanes

11

Beef Bend - Western Bypass

Widen to 4-5 lanes

12

209th - Western Bypass
Scholls Ferry - Durham Phase II
Front - Hamilton

Widen to 3 lanes
Widen to 3 lanes
Add SB lane

10
14
17

'

Need lessened by Phase 1.
Need lessened by Phase 1.
Deferred until after Ph. 1 Bypass opens.
Deferred until Ph. 1 completed,
Farmington and Baseline improved.

11

Need lessened by Phase 1.

Don't need until W. Bypass Phase 2.
Need lessened by Phase 1.
Deferred in favor of transit
expansion.

Sandy Blvd.
sandy Blvd.
Sandy Blvd.
Sandy Blvd.
Mclaughlin
Blvd.

99 - 121 (105 - 109)
121st - 181st
181st - 244th Phase I
181st - 244th Phase II

TSM; Interchange imps.
Widen to 5 lanes
TSM
Widen to 3 lanes

11
9
10
8

Ross Island Br. - Harold Ph. 3B

Widen to 3 lanes

18

Deferred in favor of transit
expansion.

McLoughlin
Blvd.

Harold - Tacoma Phase IV

Widen to 3 lanes

19

Deferred in favor of transit
expansion.

82nd Avenue

Division - Schiller

Widen

11
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TABLE 4 (continued)
OTHER STATE FUNDING SOURCE PRIORITIES
Project Limits

Description

Points

Recommendation

Comments Cost

Low (continued)
Hwy. 47
82nd Avenue
82nd Avenue
Powell Blvd.
U.S. 30
U.S. 26
U.S. 26

Council Creek. - Hwy. 47 Bypass
Killingsworth - Division
Crystal Springs - Schiller
1-205 - 181st Phase II
Kittridge - WCL
Helvetia Phase II Interchange
Jackson Road

Widen
Widen
Widen
Widen to 4-5 lanes
TSM
Widen interchange
Construct interchange

10
10
11
17
9
8
7

Need lessened by Phase 1.
Construction FY 94
ROW FY 94

PO Box 5160
Aloha, OR
97G06
October 6, 1989
Mike Ragsdale
Chair, JPACT
2000 SW First Avenue
Portland, OR
97201
Dear Mike,
Sensible Transportation Options for People strongly urges JPACT to
remove projects involving the Western Bypass from its priorities for
inclusion in the 1991-1996 ODOT Six-Year Program in botli the
Interstate and Access Oregon categories.
We urge this action for three reasons:
1.

The proposed Western Bypass, may not be legal, since the
required land-use planning has not yet been performed.
A
decision is due from the Land Use Board of Appeals October 13.

2.

The proposed Western Bypass is not the most cost-effective
solution to Washington County's traffic problems.
For
substantiation of this claim, please refer to STOP's analysis
(released September 26) of Metro's Southwest Corridor Study,
which concludes that the recommended 216th Bypass provides no
significant transportation advantages over the 217/Sunset
alternative, yet costs $95 million more.

3.

Funding for the proposed Western Bypass is premature.
ODOT
has recently initiated "The Western Bypass Study", a two-yearplus evaluation of transportation alternatives to solve
Washington County's traffic problems. According to ODOT, this
study "begins by reviewing all reasonable corridors and taking
a hard look at light rail, transit, and other methods of
reducing demands on highways." How can JPACT recommend the
inclusion of Western Bypass projects in ODOT's Six-Year
Program before the results of this study are known?

Clearly, the region is not prepared to move forward with any of
these items:

-

I-205/Western Bypass Interchange (PE/ROW)
1-5 to Sunset Highway (PE)
1-5 to Highway 99W (ROW)
(Boones Ferry Road) Bypass to 1-5 (PE/ROW)

Combined, these items total $27.8 million.
Is it not fiscally
irresponsible to recommend investing this amount in a project that may
never be built? With half of the area's Regional Transportation Plan
unfunded, surely this money could be put to better use elsewhere.
Cordially,
Meekyv Blizzard
President, STOP
cc:

Andy Catugno

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION ACTION PLAN

I.

Strategy Development and Issue Management
Obi ectives
A.

Determine
LRT/Arterial
Registration Fees.

Program

split

of

Vehicle

B.

Determine definition of projects/programs that are to be
used for the campaign.

C.

Determine timing of Vehicle Registration Fee election and
the implementing agency(ies).

D.

Integrate other revenue needs into overall strategy.

E.

Adjust strategy as'needed.

Work Program
A.

B.

C.

Undertake survey
September to:

work

(see

Appendix

"A")
data

in

late

on

the

1.

Establish
baseline
statewide
constitutional amendment.

2.

Analyze regional preference regarding (a) the amount
of the fee and (b) the use of the fee to determine
how to maximize probability of success.

Analyze political factors relating to the campaign such
as:
1.

Projections of other ballot issues likely over the
next
15 months and their impacts
on the
Constitutional
Amendment
and Fee
Imposition
elections.

2.

The likely demographics of the various election
dates and their impact on the T-2000 ballots. ,

3.

Other timing issues.

Analyze financial considerations affecting the packaging
of the overall program including:
1.

The financial needs of the LRT program.

2.

The likelihood
revenue.

and usefulness of video lottery

3.

How to work with the Lottery Commission to implement
the video lottery, if it is pursued.

4.

The bondability of the extended payroll tax.

5.

The options on how to use the vehicle registration
fees.

6.

The bondability of the vehicle registration fee.

7.

The role of public/private co-venture financing.

8.

The financial needs of the arterial program and
methods of securing needed revenue, if not available
through the vehicle registration fee.

9.

Future state legislation affecting financial
resources including: (a) extending the payroll tax
to schools, (b) to federal employees, (c) securing
state LRT match and regional transit capital
assistance.

D.

Analyze the schedules of the Westside LRT PE/DEIS/FEIS,
Milwaukie LRT AA and 1-2 05 LRT AA to determine strategic
linkages.

E.

Analyze on-going events, activities and issues to
determine needs/adjustments to the overall strategy.

Products
A.

Decision on LRT projects/program on ballot
1989).

(November

•B.

Decision on arterial projects/program on ballot (November
1989).

C.

Decision on amount of fee to be requested
1989).

(November

D.

Decision on implementing agency (November 1989).

E.

Decision on timing of imposition election
1989).

F.

Decision on the 1991 state legislative program (September
1990).

G.

Decision on source of arterial fund if not vehicle

(November

' registration fee (November 1989).
H.

Agreements on the use and strategy of pursuing other
existing revenue sources such as the video lottery,
extended payroll tax, etc.

I.

Decision on a financial strategy.

J.

Decision on an overall program strategy.

K.

Adjustments to overall strategy (as needed).

L.

Ballot titles and statements.

Organization
A.

T-2 000 Technical Management Committee provides staff
work. T-2000 Strategy Development Sub-committee prepares
recommendation.

B.

T-2 000 approves recommendation and transmits to JPACT.

C.

JPACT adopts regional policy.

D.

Implementing agency(ies) adopt implementing ordinances.

Establishment and Management of Campaigns
Objectives
A.

Create
and
activate
campaign
Constitutional Amendment.

organization

B.

Create and activate campaign organization
imposition of the vehicle registration fee.

for

Work Program
A.

Name Constitutional Amendment Campaign Committee.

B.

Name Fee Imposition Campaign Committee.

C.

Fund raise for constitutional amendment campaign.

D.

Fund raise for fee imposition campaign.

E.

Select Campaign staff for Constitutional Campaign.

for
the

F.

Select campaign staff for Fee Imposition campaign.

G.

Manage Constitutional Amendment Campaign.

H.

Manage Fee Imposition campaign.

Products
A.

Constitutional Amendment campaign activated (October 198 9
- May 1990).

B.

Fee imposition campaign activated (as determined).

Organization
A.

T-2000 Campaign Sub-Committee prepares campaign committee
recommendation,

B.

T-2 000 approves recommendation and recruits membership.

C.

Campaign committee selects staff, sets campaign strategy,
fund raises and manages campaign.

III. Intergovernmental Agreements
Objectives
A.

Establish a consensus between the counties, Portland,
METRO and Tri-Met on how funds will be cooperatively
administered.

B.

Establish regional land use policy supportive of the LRT
program.

Work Program
A.

Draft Intergovernmental Agreement required to impose the
vehicle registration fee.

B.

Draft regional land use compact
Transportation Plan language.

including

Regional

Products
A.

Executed agreements (Draft December 1989).

B.

Regional Transportation Plan Amendments (Draft December
1989)

Organization
A.

City, counties, METRO and Tri-Met Sub-Committee prepares
recommendation.

B.

Recommendations reported to T-2 000.

C.

Recommendations approved by JPACT.

D.

Recommendations adopted by city, counties, METRO and TriMet .

Public Information and Outreach
Objective
A.

To implement a coordinated information/marketing campaign
by
public
bodies
in
support
of the
regional
transportation action plan.

Work Program
A.

Undertake a MAX marketing program within the region.

B.

Implement a T-2000 speakers bureau.

C.

Implement a statewide OTC speakers bureau.

D.

Coordinate other related public information programs.

Products
A.

On-going public information marketing and
programs by OTC on Constitutional Amendment.

outreach

B.

On-going Tri-Met marketing program on MAX.

C.

Series of events on Tri-Met*s award as best transit
district.

D.

Meetings with AAA and other key groups.

Organization
A.

T-2000 Technical Management Committee provides staff
work.

B.

T-2000 Public Information and Outreach Sub-Committee
prepares recommendation.

C.

V.

T-2000
approves recommendation
implementing agencies.

and

transmits

to

State Road Issues
Objectives
A.

Integrate regional finance strategy with state road
finance activities.

Work Program
A.

Assist in state road finance update.

B.

Assist in preparing the next state gas tax bill.

C.

Participate in the state truck cost responsibility study.

Products
A.

1991 Bill re:

state gas tax.

B.

1991 Bill re:

truck cost responsibility.

Organization
A.

State road finance study update to be prepared by the
Road Finance Study Committee.' Regional recommendations
to the Study Committee proposed by JPACT.

B.

Truck study to be prepared by Legislative Fiscal Office
and ODOT.

C.

1991 state gas tax bill to be prepared by ACC, LOC, and
OTC. Regional recommendations by JPACT.

D.

Recommendations from above studies to be reported to
T-2 000. T-2 000 will determine how to integrate its
strategy with these efforts.

APPENDIX "A"
I.

II.

Constitutional Amendment
A.

Key Issues to be tested:

1.

Basic theme(s)
information.

to

(a)

Local control

(b)

Transportation

be

used

in

marketing/public

2.

Factors to be addressed in ballot title.

3.

Percent who would vote yes in selected demographic
categories.

B.

Sample
(a)

Size 1000 - 1200 statewide.

(b)

Motivated voters.

(c)

Demographics
(1)

Age

(2)

Area of State

(3)

Income

(4)

Party

Imposition of Fee
A.

Key issues to be tested:
1.

Sensitivity to the amount of the fee ($10 - $15).

2.

LRT only vs. LRT plus arterials.

3.

Generic program vs. specific projects.

4.

Description of generic program (LRT and road).

5.

Specific project lists-(LRT and road).

6.

Factors to be addressed in ballot title.

B.

7.

Percent who would vote yes in selected demographic
categories.

8.

How to explain the legitimacy of using the vehicle
registration fee (or the overall funding program).

9.

How to explain overall financial strategy,

Sample:
Sub-set of statewide sample.

I l l : NOTE:
A.

Timing and financial requirements may require fielding
the survey in to segments. If this approach is adopted,
then the Constitutional Amendment and Fee Imposition
questions would be fielded in Stage 1 for only the
metropolitan region. Stage 2 would field Constitutional
Amendment questions to the state outside of the Portland
region.

JOINT IRC/METRO RESOLUTION
FOR THE PURPOSE OF establishing a Portland-Vancouver High Capacity Transit Task
Force with the responsibility of overseeing the preparation of the Bi-State Transportation
Study, including the 1-5 High Capacity Transit Component and the 1-205 High Capacity
Transit Study.
WHEREAS, the Intergovernmental Resource Center is a voluntary association of thirtyone public and private agencies within southwest Washington organized for the purpose
of providing a public forum for policy discussion of issues of regional significance and a
program of continuing comprehensive planning; and
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Service District is a regional government with twelve directly
elected councilors and an elected executive officer serving the area of Clackamas,
Multnomah and Washington Counties in the State of Oregon; and
WHEREAS, IRC was designated by the Governor of the State of Washington as the
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for Clark County, effective January 1, 1979;
and
WHEREAS, Metro was designated by the Governor of the State of Oregon as the
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the urbanized areas of Clackamas,
Multnomah, and Washington Counties, effective November 6, 1979; and
WHEREAS, the IRC Board of Directors has established a Transportation Policy
Committee to develop regional transportation policies subject to the review and approval
of the full Board of Directors; and
WHEREAS, the Metro Council through the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on
Transportation provides local elected officials direct involvement in the transportation
planning and decision process; and
WHEREAS, the 1990 UWP for both IRC and Metro has been amended to include a BiState 1-5 transportation study budget at an estimated $611,000; and
WHEREAS, the U.S. Congress is expected to redefine the Milwaukie/Portland corridor
as the Oregon City/Vancouver corridor for the purposes of future UMTA Alternative
Analysis; and
WHEREAS, the overall purpose of the Bi-State Transportation Study is to initiate a longrange system planning analysis for developing a bi-state transportation system with the
focus on identifying high capacity transit options in the 1-5 corridor appropriate for
maintaining future cross river accessibility; and

WHEREAS, the Bi-State Transportation Study objectives include such tasks as "evaluate
existing bi-state travel needs and traffic impacts on 1-5 and 1-205," "identify Transportation
System Management (TSM) strategies," "develop a methodology for assessing the impacts
of bi-state accessibility on economic development," and "examine alternative LRT options
including King Boulevard and Clark County extensions"; and
WHEREAS, Tri-Met is to begin an UMTA Alternative Analysis/DEIS in the 1-205 corridor
between the Clackamas Town Center and Portland International Airport at an estimated
cost of $1,031,000; and
WHEREAS, C-TRAN is to begin a North Corridor compatibility analysis and a systems
study in preparation for a future Alternative Analysis/DEIS in the 1-205 corridor between
Airport Way and Vancouver Mall at an estimated cost of $401,000; and
WHEREAS, C-TRAN's North Corridor compatibility analysis will examine the issue of
future connectivity between alternatives to the south and north of Airport Way, including
such activities as transitway engineering, transit patronage and traffic impacts; and
WHEREAS, C-TRAN's system planning in the 1-205 corridor will include the definition
of plausible transit options (TSM, Bus, Busway, LRT), evaluation of financial feasibility
and conduction of an extensive public information process; and
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of all concerns to ensure that these critically
important transportation study efforts are fully coordinated within the Portland/Vancouver
Metropolitan Area, so as to ensure that the studies result in recommendations which will
enhance the functionality of the regional transportation system.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Portland-Vancouver High Capacity
Transit Task Force is established to oversee the preparation of the Bi-State Transportation
Study including the 1-5 High Capacity Transit Component and the 1-205 High Capacity
Transit Study.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

The responsibility for oversight is to be limited to the following obligations:
(a)

Provide overall coordination to ensure consistency of approach, data and
conclusions;

(b)

Provide active monitoring of timeliness for individual study components to
ensure overall completion schedules for the Bi-State Study and the 1-205
Corridor Study are maintained;
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2.

3.

(c)

Provide advocacy for regional transportation system approach;

(d)

Provide political sensitivity to the treatment of public policy issues; and

(e)

Provide for the creation of a technical subcommittee to assist in the
coordination of the complex technical issues.

That the High Capacity Transit Task Force, in performing its oversight
responsibilities in connection with the northern corridor transportation study efforts,
will be guided by the administrative policies indicated below.
(a)

That the chairmanship of the task force shall be shared between the IRC
and Metro representatives;

(b)

That the task force may convene monthly but will meet at least quarterly;

(c)

That the meeting location will be rotated between Washington and Oregon;

(d)

That IRC and Metro staff will jointly prepare agendas, and meeting
notifications;

(e)

That agenda packets will be accessible to task force members one week
prior to all meeting dates;

(f)

That the technical committee will meet as necessary to maintain the
completion schedule agreed to by IRC and Metro;

(g)

That it may be appropriate to include a broader range of agencies on the
Technical Committee than is represented on the High Capacity Transit Task
Force; and

(h)

That IRC staff will be charged with keeping the IRC Transportation Policy
Committee briefed on the process of the study and similarly Metro staff will
brief JPACT.

That the membership of the High Capacity Transit Task Force for overseeing the
transportation study efforts shall include elected officials from the organizations
listed below. In the case of the Washington and Oregon Departments of
Transportation, the District Administrators shall be the representative. Alternates
may participate on the task force in the absence of the regular member. However,
alternates shall be limited to elected officials or the executive directors from the
member jurisdiction.

3

Intergovernmental Resource Center
Metropolitan Service District
Clark County
Multnomah County
City of Vancouver
City of Portland
C-TRAN
Tri-Met
Clackamas County
Washington State Department of Transportation
Oregon Department of Transportation
4.

That any fiscal and contractual agreement that may be developed to initiate the
various study components remains the sole responsibility of the funding agencies or
their designee; and that in those cases where multi-jurisdictions funding exist, the
agency providing the largest financial contribution will serve as the fiscal agent, and
contract official.

ADOPTED this
day of
Center and the Metropolitan Service District.

by the Intergovernmental Resource

IRC Chair, Jane Van Dyke

Metro Presiding Officer, Mike Ragsdale

ATTEST:

ATTEST:

Gil Mallery, Executive Director
Intergovernmental Resource Center

Rena Cusma, Executive Officer
Metropolitan Service District

jointres
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Board of Commissioners
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OABLENEHOOLEY
CHAIRMAN

September 28, 1989

DALE HARLAN
COMMISSIONER

Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
c/o Metro
2000 S.W. First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201-5398

EDUNDOUIST
COMMISSIONER
MICHAEL F.SWANSON
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Clackamas County feels that ultimate voter acceptance of the proposed increase in motor
vehicle registration fees to fund transportation improvements will depend on JPACT's
ability to offer an improvement package which:
Has regionwide appeal (includes major projects in each county).
Captures the voter's imagination (such as building a regional light rail transit
(LRT) system).
Is perceived as a "good buy" (leverages federal dollars or offers a high return
for a relatively low cost).
Can be constructed within the short term (10 years).
Is well understood, perceived as necessary, and environmentally sound.
Clackamas County is concerned that:
The proposed $15 increase in the motor vehicle fee is not adequate to fund a
combined LRT/arterials improvement package. The West side LRT would likely use
more than one-half of the motor vehicle fee revenue for several years, leaving
little to distribute to arterials.
• .

An arterials-only package might have broad voter appeal (Clackamas County could
support such a package) but using motor vehicle fee revenue for arterials leaves
the region with very limited LRT funding options.
A Westside-only LRT package would have little chance of regionwide voter
acceptance. Although the Westside LRT is a much-needed project, Eastside voters
would be unlikely to support it.
Clackamas County feels that a regionwide LRT-only package would have a very good chance
of voter acceptance if another LRT project in addition to the Westside is added to the
regional short-term package. An Oregon City to Vancouver LRT line is years behind the
Westside LRT in planning and engineering, could not be constructed within the next ten
years, and is not likely to fit within our regional budget. However, the 1-205 LRT
project, from Clackamas Town Center to Portland International Airport, can be built
within a short timeframe due to its relatively low cost and readiness to construct. It
is perceived as a "good buy" according to a voter acceptance poll and currently has a
$17 mill ion reserve.
Adding the 1-205 LRT project to the Westside LRT project offers an opportunity to
present to the voters a new and exciting LRT improvement program that would benefit all
three counties within a ten year time period.
906 Main Street

•

Oregon City, O R 97045-1882

•

655-8581

For these reasons, the Clackamas County Board of Commissioners respectfully requests
that JPACT:
Produce an LRT-only or arterial-only package (not a combined LRT/arterials
package) and that JPACT develop a funding strategy for the remaining mode.
Develop a specific list of projects that offers the voter clarity in price and
location.
Should JPACT choose LRT, include 1-205 in an LRT short-term plan with a time
commitment equivalent to the Westside.
Include a Vancouver to Oregon City corridor to immediately follow the completion
of the Westside and 1-205.
Enhance the attractiveness of 1-205 LRT by developing a federal initiative that
includes specific language for inclusion in the 1991 transportation program to:
Make the project eligible for Section 3.
Reiterate the federal government's commitment to exclusive transit in the
corridor.
Include the Clackamas Town Center as a joint development opportunity that
could accomplish similar transit objectives as project Break-even.
Request the State of Oregon make a similar contribution to that given the
Banfield and that being considered for the Westside.
Allocate the $5 million Banfield reserve to the 1-205 LRT corridor to signify
JPACT's commitment to this corridor. In exchange for this $5 million JPACT
commitment, Clackamas County Development Agency will make every effort to provide
an equivalent sum of its own resources to the project.
Request Metro and Tri-Met to modify their work programs to work with The Hahn
Company, the Clackamas County Development Agency, the Schurgin Development Co.
and the Port of Portland to develop an LRT access plan for the development and
intensification of the Clackamas Town Center, Clackamas Promenade, and the
Portland International Airport.
Clackamas County makes these requests in the,true spirit of regional support and
cooperation. We make these requests to enhance voter appeal, maintain financial
prudence, provide social equity, and maintain a political willingness to participate in
advancing the JPACT's regional transportation improvement strategy.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Ed Lindquist, Commissioner

JANE HARDY CEASE
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
DISTRICT 10
REPLY TO ADDRESS INDICATED:
• Senate Chamber
Salem, OR 97310
jS. 2625 NE Hancock
Portland, OR 97212

OREGON STATE SENATE

COMMITTEES
Chairperson:
Revenue & School Finance
Vice-Chairperson:
Government Operations &
Elections
Member:
Transportation
Water Policy
Rules
Legislative Administration

SALEM, OREGON
97310

October 11. 1989

Senator Bill Kennemer
18808 SE Mildred Way
Milwaukie, OR 97267

Dear Bill:
! received your letter requesting my support for 1-205 light
rail at JPACT. ! wanted to share my concerns with you because I'm
reluctant to push for only 1-205 at this time.
I believe that we should work toward a fully regional light
rail system.
1'm convinced it is a sound way to provide the trip
capacity we need. Combined with a freeway and arterial system,
light rail is a cost effective way of meeting the region's
transportation needs.
The Transportation 2000 Committee has been asked by JPACT to
advise the regional body of a sound course to use in developing
1i ght rail.
The danger in pursuing the course that Clackamas County is on,
related to 1-205, is divisiveness on an issue where we will all
need to work together to convince both the Congressional delegation
and our voters to approve funds.
There are many corridors to
consider. The west side corridor must take next priority.
After
that the "Sunrise" Milwaukie corridor, 1-5 north to Vancouver, !205 from the airport to Oregon City, a Lake Oswego link, and a
Tigard line are all important pieces of the future system, one
which I hope we can all support together.
It's my feeling that we should await the advisory committee's
recommendations to JPACT rather than approaching JPACT on an ad hoc
basi s.

<D

I hope that Clackamas County is willing to work together in
that manner.

cc:

JPAC7
Portland area legislators

JHC/ems

COMMITTEE MEETING TITLE
DATE

NAME

AFFILIATION

COMMITTEE MEETING TITLE
DATE

NAME

AFFILIATION

